
Abels - Spanish 3 – Chapter 8 Homework Menú ______________________ 

Chapter 8 gives a brief history of Hispanics in Spain and the Americas. With this perspective in mind, 

select projects from the choices below to complete and hand in according to the timeline below so that 

you will be ready for the test. Please make sure that your points not only add up to at least 100, but that 

they also come from at least three (3) sections: 

Study Tools 

? Complete the vocabulary handout for this chapter (5), 10 for 20 flashcards, 10 for a 20 in a picture. 

5/e Create a chapter review handout (grammar focus), and /or complete mine (10). 

20 Update all verb cards to include the conditional & the imperfect subjunctive or 1 point per card 

 Cards have present, imperfect, preterit, subjunctive, pres-perf, plu-perf, pres-subj-perf, & future 

Production & Testing 

5/e JED codes (CH test- jed-0811), Grammar & Vocabulary – write your code on score (max 30 pts) 

15 Write 15 original sentences using the vocabulary and grammar from this chapter. 

30 Complete the workbook for this chapter: pages 105-118 (or 2 points a page) 

Cultural 

10 Complete the Adelante reading p370+, and do the Comprendiste section 

20 Give a two page historical account of the Hispanic influence on Round Rock, TX. 

25 Compare the two pictures p372, using at least 25 underlined vocabulary words. 

30 Create a poster/ powerpoint / ??? / highlighting 5 examples of cultural fusion (see p358 for style).  

35 Research one of the San Antonio missions –2 pages (MLA format) (10 in English) 

Creative 

20 Create a picture album of you representing vocabulary – (5 words per pic – 20 points max).  

20 Create a timeline of our city, use 5 relevant pictures, 10 facts & chapter themes (see p344+) 

20 Write a two page fictional story of might have happened to you if you were living in one of the time 

periods discussed. Use tenses from this chapter.   

35 Complete the chapter essay on Mi experiencia con otras culturas p374+. 

 

*** Staple this sheet with your choices indicated to the top of your work each time.  

20 points due on Friday, 60 the next, 100 the next and the Test the Wednesday following 

Reminder, complete as many points as you would like before each due date, but you need the minimum 
for a 100%. For the final 100 points I will cap your grade at 105. 


